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Program Detail 

- Theme: STI Strategy Development in Practice 

- Dates: February or April (in connection with ISTWG) 2013 

- Venue: Korea or Indonesia 

- Funding: limited full-funding 
 
 

Background Paper 
 

Introduction 
 
ART 2012 focused on linking research to innovation with participants from APEC 
and some other invited country representatives. Participants came from Australia, 
Canada, Chile, China, Columbia, Ecuador, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, 
Papua New Guinea, South Korea, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand and the United States. 
As part of the conference, the participants were asked to consider different 
approaches under the different conditions of their countries. Through the course of 
discussion, attendees found that there were some issues that were geographically, 
economically and/or politically based. 
 
In order to continue some themes found in last year’s program, ART 2013 will 
continue to examine different approaches under different circumstances. By 
finding similar themes in their countries’ approaches, common strategies may be 
applied. For instance, some ASEAN countries or Latin American countries may find 
similar obstacles presented by geography or culture that can be addressed 
comparably. Furthermore, while they face different issues from developing 
countries, advanced countries still need to develop appropriate policies to increase 
innovation, which may be derived through common methods. 
 
In light of this, ART 3013 will focus on “STI Strategy Development in Practice.” This 
workshop will allow participants to form STI policies based on comparisons of 
development experience in countries such as South Korea. 
 

Conventional Wisdom 
 
Typically, most countries follow the conventional wisdom that suggests imitating 
those that are most successful at innovation. This approach is Western in that it 
attempts to scientifically analyze and segment parts of the system based on 
previous experience. This means countries have developed policies modeled after 
Western experiences including Bayh-Dole, Silicon Valley institutional structures, 
advanced country intellectual property protection regimes, etc. These policy 
adoptions, however, have not been benchmarked for success in the given 
conditions that face developing countries or even similarly advanced countries for 



that matter. Some scholars doubt the original impact of some of these archetypes.1 
 
Often in the developing country context, these policies range from ineffective to 
woefully inadequate. For instance, as was pointed out in ART 2012, some 
intellectual property protection policies are instituted by developing countries 
despite the lack of any IP to protect. Moreover, these policies may actually be 
more detrimental to the innovation systems that exist, especially in the developing 
country context. 
 
In contrast, a more holistic or Eastern approach similar to that employed by South 
Korea was suggested, especially for countries that have weak capacity in 
formulating evidentiary policy. This holistic approach is meant to address system-
wide issues by analyzing framework conditions and identifying bottlenecks that 
exist and need to be remedied. While lacking scientific accuracy, this approach has 
advantages when handling more complex systems. 
 
By combining these approaches, the holistic Eastern and scientific Western 
approaches can be used to diagnose innovation systems and provide specific policy 
recommendations. First, it is necessary to provide the rationale for diagnosing 
innovation systems and prescribing remedies. 
 

Strategy for Structural Capacities 
 
When reviewing an innovation system from a Western standpoint, it is generally 
assumed that all sectors are mature and able to function fully. This, however, is 
rarely the case in developing countries. This lack of capacity can be considered a 
market failure. Coupled with the fact that developing countries are often limited 
in financial resources, these reasons point to the need for strategic government 
intervention. Because these governments have limited resources, it is even more 
important for them to use them strategically in areas that will have greater 
economic impact. 
 
When an innovation system has weak science and/or weak industry, it may be 
necessary for government to step in and take corrective measures. In these cases, 
the government can be thought of as providing “structural capacity” to these 
sectors. Korea can be considered as an example. Although industry accounts for 
the large majority total R&D expenditure in Korea, this was not always the case 
because Korean stakeholders were not always capable. Actually, industrial R&D was 
largely absent at the beginning of Korea’s development. Starting with the 
establishment of KIST in Korea, research institutes were created to provide 
industrial R&D capabilities. Similarly, technical schools and universities including 
KAIST were created through government initiatives to fulfill the demand for human 

                                           
1 David C. Mowery (2012) suggests that patterns of innovation began to emerge prior to the 

Bayh-Dole legislation. Moreover, this famously copied policy may merely serve as an indication 

innovation trends rather than the cause of it. 



resources. 
 
Likewise, governments in developing countries may need to intervene to provide 
structural capacity to their existing (weak) frameworks. When an innovation 
system lacks a research apparatus, creating demand may not be sufficient to 
establish the capability. Similarly, if industrial agents are incapable of fulfilling its 
role in demand, government may intervene to ensure the demand is created for 
human resources or industrial goods and services. By focusing on S&T intensive 
areas, a virtuous circle within the system can be created to spur innovation. 
 

Diagnosis and Policy Formulation 
 
As of yet, the STEPI/Holistic approach is not a well-articulated methodology, but 
the STEPI team has endeavored to encapsulate the approach in the 3C/3A 
methodology to approach STI development.  
 
 
The first step towards developing a strategy is to clearly define its goals within its 

framework conditions. While an existing stakeholder may already have an 
understanding of an economy’s existing condition, these can be also determined 
through a study of statistical indicators and current policies. To further refine this 
understanding, a questionnaire survey or field study interviews may be conducted. 
From these, a “3C Diagnosis” can be made through componentization, 
contextualization and conceptualization. 
 
The first element Componentization identifies major components of system 
weakness and bottlenecks from a holistic viewpoint that is statistically described 
and overviews symptoms of system.  Contextualization provides a structural and 
heuristic understanding of the identified components in the context of system with 



several rounds of deepening diagnosis. Conceptualization, the final element, 
synthesizes the diagnosis that provides a plausible explanation of the structural 
problems of the system and leads to consensus among stake-holders through 
common understanding of system weaknesses and bottlenecks. The following 
diagram is an example of the conceptualized diagnosis result from the Nepal 
innovation system. 
 
 
From the diagnosis, a “3A Prescription” can be made which is an articulation of 
action-oriented actor-based policies. This emphasizes the need to clearly define 
goals and strategy through articulation. When defining the goals, they should not 
be based on economic feasibility but rather on strategic necessity. The policy 
should also clearly establish the actions that are necessary to reach the goals. In 
order to create ownership, the policies should also clearly identify what 
stakeholders are responsible for completing the necessary actions. 
 
In practice, before any prescriptions can be made, it is necessary to identify what 
the goals of the stakeholders are so that potential paths can be considered from 

the existing conditions or reality. When examining these conditions and desired 
goals, gap analysis can be performed in order to determine what is necessary to 
reach those goals. In addition, by considering possible scenarios and potential 
actions, it is possible to make calculated predictions and allocate limited resources. 
Through these processes, strategies and programs (or actions) can be devised to 
accomplish the goals. These should also specify which stakeholders (or actors) are 
responsible for which elements as well as define the governance structure 
including institutional and legal frameworks that exists for them to operate. 
Throughout this process, these goals and strategies need to be clearly articulated 
to form an effective prescription. 



 
<Tentative Program with presentation guidelines> 
 
Opening Session on approaches (half day) 

- Review of ART 2012 and Preview of ART 2013  

- STI Strategy: Theory and Practices 

- OECD, System Innovation  

- STEPI Approaches on STI Strategy Development 
 
Alternative Approaches Session (one and half day) 

- Western experiences of USA, EU, and others: American strategies to 
promote green industry and to create jobs through green technology 
development, French strategies to develop technology industries through 
reshuffling research governance of CNRS, universities and industry and 
others 

- East Asian experiences of Korea, China, Japan and others: Leapfrogging 
strategies of Chinese forward engineering and Korean reverse engineering, 
and others 

 
Country Presentations (two half days) on STI Strategy development efforts and 
their limitations focusing on framework conditions and structural bottlenecks 
 
Group Discussions (two half days) on STI Strategy Development 
 
Technical Tour (one full day) 
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2013 ART Program

(APEC Research and Technology)

To be presented at the 43st APEC-ISTWG Meeting

22 August 2012, Taiwan

Myung-Jin Lee

(leemyjin@stepi.re.kr/jhseo@stepi.re.kr)

� Background: ART ProgramBackground: ART ProgramBackground: ART ProgramBackground: ART Program

� Korea Initiated in 1996 at the 2nd S&T Ministerial Meeting

1

� Established in 1998 as an annual sub-program of the APEC S&T Network (ASTN)

� Managed by Science and Technology Policy Institute (STEPI) as the ASTN 

Secretariat

� Supported by the Korean Ministry of Education, Science and Technology (MEST)

� Hosted over 300 scientists, engineers, researchers and policy-makers from the APEC 

member economies
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� Purposes Purposes Purposes Purposes 

� An Expert Forum among APEC Economies

2

� Bridging the gaps in R&D management capabilities by sharing experiences and 

tacit knowledge

� Promoting exchange of young scientists and engineers

� Discovering the best practices of S&T policies

� Building Networks among the member economies

� Linking closely to the themes of ISTWG sub-groups

� Providing back-to-back Workshop at ISTWG meeting each year

� Financial SupportsFinancial SupportsFinancial SupportsFinancial Supports

� Full Funding: limited

3

� One Participant per each APEC economy

� A Selection Review

� Round-trip flights

� Hotel accommodations

� Meals and Local Transportations

� Partial Funding

� Supports Meals and Local Transportations

� Welcomes all Self-funded Participants
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� Features of ART ProgramFeatures of ART ProgramFeatures of ART ProgramFeatures of ART Program

� A Week-long Expert Workshop
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� Commissioned a world renowned expert to develop a background paper on the 

theme (ISTWG sub-group’s theme)

� Invited Presentations (including the commissioned expert)

� Panel & Group Discussions

� Moderated Daily Summary and Discussion

� Home Assignments to Participants

� Proceedings and Journal Publications

� Technical/Cultural Tour

� ART 2013ART 2013ART 2013ART 2013

� Theme: STI Strategy Development in Practice
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� Theme of ISTWG Sub-Group D

: Strategic planning on the issue of connecting research and innovation                                                                     

� Dates: February or April (in connection with ISTWG) 2013

� Venue: Korea or Indonesia
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� Background and IssuesBackground and IssuesBackground and IssuesBackground and Issues

� Introduction

6

� ART 2012 focused on linking research to innovation with participants from APEC

and some other invited country representatives. 

� As part of the conference, the participants were asked to consider different approaches 

under the different conditions of their countries. 

� In order to continue some themes found in last year’s program, ART 2013 will 

continue to examine different approaches under different circumstances.

� Background and IssuesBackground and IssuesBackground and IssuesBackground and Issues

� Diagnosis and Policy Formulation

6

� As of yet, the STEPI/Holistic approach is not a well-articulated methodology, but the 

STEPI team has endeavored to encapsulate the approach in the 3C/3A methodology 

to approach STI development. 
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� Background and IssuesBackground and IssuesBackground and IssuesBackground and Issues
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� The following diagram is an example of the conceptualized diagnosis result from the 

Nepal innovation system.

� Background and IssuesBackground and IssuesBackground and IssuesBackground and Issues

6

� From the diagnosis, a “3A Prescription” can be made which is an articulation of action-

oriented actor-based policies. This emphasizes the need to clearly define goals and 

strategy through articulation.

� When defining the goals, they should not be based on economic feasibility but rather on 

strategic necessity. 

� The policy should also clearly establish the actions that are necessary to reach the goals. 

� In order to create ownership, the policies should also clearly identify what stakeholders 

are responsible for completing the necessary actions.
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� Tentative Program with presentation guidelinesTentative Program with presentation guidelinesTentative Program with presentation guidelinesTentative Program with presentation guidelines

� Opening Session on approaches (half day)

13

� Review of ART 2012 and Preview of ART 2013 

� STI Strategy: Theory and Practices

� OECD, System Innovation

� STEPI Approaches on STI Strategy Development

� Alternative Approaches Session (one and half day)

� Western experiences of USA, EU, and others: American strategies to promote green industry

and to create jobs through green technology development, French strategies to develop technology

industries through reshuffling research governance of CNRS, universities and industry and others

STI Strategy: Theory and Practices

� East Asian experiences of Korea, China, Japan and others: Leapfrogging strategies of Chinese

forward engineering and Korean reverse engineering, and others

� Tentative Program with presentation guidelinesTentative Program with presentation guidelinesTentative Program with presentation guidelinesTentative Program with presentation guidelines

� Country Presentations (two half days) on STI Strategy development 

efforts and their limitations focusing on framework conditions and 

structural bottlenecks

� Group Discussions (two half days) on STI Strategy Development

� Technical Tour (one full day)

13
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Thank You!Thank You!Thank You!Thank You!Thank You!Thank You!Thank You!Thank You!


